Any person who has grounds for objection to any of the following trade marks, may, within the prescribed time, lodge Notice of Opposition on form SM6 contained in the Second Schedule to the Trade Marks Rules in Namibia, 1973. The prescribed time is two months after the date of advertisement. This period may on application be extended by the Registrar. Where the Gazette is issued late, the period of opposition will count as from the date of issue and a notice relating thereto will be displayed on the public notice board in the Trade Marks Registry.

Formal opposition should not be lodged until after notice has been given by letter to the applicant for registration so as to afford him an opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the Notice of Opposition is incurred. Failing such notice to the applicant an opponent may not succeed in obtaining an order for costs.

“B” preceding the number indicates Part B of the Trade Mark Register.

Neither the office mentioned hereunder nor Capital Press (Pty) Ltd., acting on behalf of the Government of Namibia, guarantee the accuracy of this publication or undertake any responsibility for errors or omissions or their consequences.

E.T. KAMBOUA
REGISTRAR OF TRADE MARKS FOR NAMIBIA
2002/1405 in class 34: Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches, in the name of SEBA DIS TICARET VE NAKLIYAT ANONIM SIRKETI FATIH MAHALlesi, Yakacik Caddesi, No: 23, Samandra, Kartal, Istanbul Turkey.

Address for Service: DR. GERNT HOLTZ INC, 30 Union Road Milnerton 7441, P.O. Box 8, Cape Town 8000, DrG Reference: 121035.

FILED: 5 December 2002

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “FULL”, “FLAVOUR”, “NAMIB” and “GOLD” separately and apart from the mark.

Applicants undertake that, in use, the blank space/s appearing in the mark will be occupied only by matter of descriptive or non-distinctive character, or by a trade mark registered in the name of the applicants in respect of the same goods, or by a trade mark of which the applicants are registered users, in respect of the same goods or by a trade mark of a registered user, with the consent of the applicants, or the blank space/s will be left vacant.

The mark consists of the colours “RED”, “GOLD” and “BLACK”.

Associated with 02/1063

01/1296 in class 29: Meat, seafood; poultry and game, products made from meat, fish, seafood, poultry and game; meat fish, seafood, poultry and game extracts; hamburgers; preserved, frozen and cooked fruits and vegetables; fruit salads, salad dressings, prepared meals, potato chips and potato crisps; potato skins; French fries; jellies, jams; eggs, mil and other dairy products, substitutes for dairy products, edible oils and fats; preserves, pickles, piccalilli, gravies; herbs: in the name of GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN (PTY) LTD, a South African Company, of 2 Republic Road, Bordeaux, Randburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.

Address for Service: c/o P F KOEP & CO, 1st Floor, Acme Corner, Kasino Street, REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA.

FILED: 21 November 2001

POPCORN CHICKEN

2004/1169 in class 20: Matresses; pillows; beds, chairs, tables and cabinets in the name of CONG TY CO PHAN CAO SU SAI GON-KYMDAN (SAIGON-KYMDAN RUBBER STOCK COMPANY), a Vietnamese Company of 28 Binh Thoi, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.

Address for service: SAIFAM LTD IP AFRICA/c/o LORENTZ & BONE, 12th, 13th & 14th Floor, Frans Indongo Gardens, Dr. Frans Indongo Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 July 2004

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the element “SINCE 1954” separately and apart from the mark.

“KYMDAN” is an invented word without any meaning.

2004/0616 in class 41: sporting, entertainment and cultural activities in the name of NEW ERA CORPORATION, a Namibian company of Centaurus Road, Maerua Mall, Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

FILED: 6 July 2004

2004/0615 in class 41: sporting, entertainment and cultural activities in the name of NEW ERA CORPORATION, a Namibian company of Centaurus Road, Maerua Mall, Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

FILED: 6 July 2004

2004/0613 in class 41: sporting, entertainment and cultural activities in the name of NEW ERA CORPORATION, a Namibian company of Centaurus Road, Maerua Mall, Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

FILED: 6 July 2004
2004/0613 In class 16: Printed matter and advertisement in the name of **NEW ERA CORPORATION**, a Namibian company of Centaurus Road, Maerua Mall, Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

**NEW ERA**

FILED: 6 July 2004

2004/0612 In class 35: Pension fund administrator in the name of **GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION PENSION FUND (GIPF)**, a Namibian company of Goethe/Uhland street, Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

**GIPF**

FILED: 6 July 2004

05/0429 in Class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; in the name of **METCASH TRADING AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a South African company, Corner Crownwood Road and Amethyst Street, Theta Extension 1, Johannesburg, Gauteng 2013, South Africa.

Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 13 April 2005

The combination of the colours “BLUE”, “RED” and “YELLOW” as depicted on the representation accompanying the application, is an essential and distinctive feature of the mark.

Associated with 05/0082

05/0367 in Class 30: Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flour, and preparations made from cereals; bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salts, mustard; pepper, vinegar, sauces, spices; ice; in the name of **METCASH TRADING AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a South African company, Corner Crownwood Road and Amethyst Street, Theta Extension 1, Johannesburg, Gauteng 2013, South Africa.

Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 15 March 2005

**METCASH TRADING AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**

05/0697 in Class 30: Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar. sauces (condiments); spices; ice; in the name of **TIGER FOOD BRANDS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HOLDING COMPANY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a South African company, 85 Bute Lane, Sandown, Sandton, Johannesburg, Gauteng 2196, South Africa.

Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 3 August 2004

**TIGER FOOD BRANDS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HOLDING COMPANY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**

05/0083 in Class 39: Transport, air transport; collection, packaging, consolidation, loading, unloading, storage, warehousing, delivery, forwarding, and clearing services and all other services connected with or ancillary to freight and/or transportation services; courier services; travel arrangements; travel agency services, escorting of travellers, transport and travel reservations, booking of seats, transportation information, arranging and organization of cruises and conventions; site seeing and tourism services, vehicle and aircraft rental and storage services; fleet management services; in the name of **BIDVEST INTERNATIONAL LIMITED**, an Isle of Man company, Murdoch Chambers, South Quay, Douglas IM1 5AS, Isle of Man.

Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 2 February 2005

**BIDVEST INTERNATIONAL LIMITED**

05/0228 in Class 3: Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring, degreasing and abrasive preparations; soaps; in the name of **KIWI EUROPEAN HOLDINGS B.V.**, a company organised and existing under the laws of The Netherlands, Vleutensevaart 100, 3532 AD, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

**KIWI EUROPEAN HOLDINGS B.V.**

**ASTOR 2010 POPS**

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of “BALL DEVICES” in general, or of the numerals “2010” or of the word “POP”, each separately and apart from the mark.

FILED: 4/0697

**ASTOR 2010 POPS**

04/0697 in Class 30: Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar. sauces (condiments); spices; ice; in the name of **TIGER FOOD BRANDS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HOLDING COMPANY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a South African company, 85 Bute Lane, Sandown, Sandton, Johannesburg, Gauteng 2196, South Africa.

Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 3 August 2004

**TIGER FOOD BRANDS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HOLDING COMPANY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**

05/0083 in Class 39: Transport, air transport; collection, packaging, consolidation, loading, unloading, storage, warehousing, delivery, forwarding, and clearing services and all other services connected with or ancillary to freight and/or transportation services; courier services; travel arrangements; travel agency services, escorting of travellers, transport and travel reservations, booking of seats, transportation information, arranging and organization of cruises and conventions; site seeing and tourism services, vehicle and aircraft rental and storage services; fleet management services; in the name of **BIDVEST INTERNATIONAL LIMITED**, an Isle of Man company, Murdoch Chambers, South Quay, Douglas IM1 5AS, Isle of Man.

Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 2 February 2005

**BIDVEST INTERNATIONAL LIMITED**

05/0228 in Class 3: Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring, degreasing and abrasive preparations; soaps; in the name of **KIWI EUROPEAN HOLDINGS B.V.**, a company organised and existing under the laws of The Netherlands, Vleutensevaart 100, 3532 AD, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

**KIWI EUROPEAN HOLDINGS B.V.**
97/1717 in Class 42: Retail, wholesale, merchandising, distributing, advisory, supervision, inspection, consultative, design, manufacturing, marketing, import, export, technical, technological, franchising and supply services included in this class; in the name of ETOSHA CHARCOAL CC, a Namibian close corporation, 55 Koedoe Street, Outjo, Namibia.
Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 20 November 1997

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the “MAP OF NAMIBIA” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with 97/1716

97/1716 in Class 4: Charcoal, briquettes; in the name of ETOSHA CHARCOAL CC, a Namibian close corporation, 55 Koedoe Street, Outjo, Namibia.
Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 20 November 1997

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the “MAP OF NAMIBIA” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with 97/1717

05/0229 in Class 3: Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring, degreasing and abrasive preparations; soaps; in the name of KIWI EUROPEAN HOLDINGS B.V., a company organised and existing under the laws of The Netherlands, Vleutensevaart 100, 3532 AD, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 23 February 2005

Associated with 05/0229

03/1196 in Class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; in the name of METCASH TRADING LIMITED, a South African company, Corner Crownwood Road and Amethyst Street, Theta Extension 1, Johannesburg, Gauteng 2013, South Africa.
Address for Service: SPOOR & FISHER, c/o Lorentz & Bone, 19 Stübel Street, Frans Indongo Gardens, Windhoek, Namibia, 9001.

FILED: 1 December 2003

PARTNERS IN PROGRESS

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “PARTNERS” or of the word “PROGRESS” separately and apart from the mark.

2005/0313 in Class 04: Industrial oils and greases; fuels; oils and gas, in the name of EXOL GROUP (PTY) LIMITED, 18 Nellmapius Street, Chamdor, Krugersdorp, 1739, South Africa.
Address for Service: KISCH ASSOCIATES, 17 Currie Street, Windhoek West, 9000 Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

FILED: 1 March 2005

2003/0885 in Class 34: Snuff and tobacco products of all kinds. in the name of LEONARD DINGLER (PTY) LTD, Corner Siding Avenue and Barry Street, Boksburg East, Industrial Sites Boksburg, South Africa.
Address for Service: KISCH ASSOCIATES, 17 Currie Street, Windhoek West, 9000 Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.
The colour “GOLD”, as depicted in the representation attached hereto, are distinctive elements of the mark.

The mark consists of the colour “GOLD” applied to the lid and the bottom of a snuff container varying between 20mm - 30mm in height and 40mm - 70mm in diameter or similar thereto, as depicted on the application form.

2005/0314 in class 39: Transport and storage of goods, in the name of EXOL GROUP (PTY) LIMITED, 18 Nellmapius Street, Chamdor, Krugersdorp, 1739, South Africa.
Address for Service: KISCH ASSOCIATES, 17 Currie Street, Windhoek West, 9000 Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

FILED: 1 March 2005

2005/0315 in class 40: Processing of oil; oil refining services, in the name of EXOL GROUP (PTY) LIMITED, 18 Nellmapius Street, Chamdor, Krugersdorp, 1739, South Africa.
Address for Service: KISCH ASSOCIATES, 17 Currie Street, Windhoek West, 9000 Windhoek, Republic of Namibia.

FILED: 1 March 2005

97/1405 in class 3: Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; in the name of PARESHBHAI GOVINDBHAI BHAVANBHAI of 39 St. Gothard Avenue, Mayfair West, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.
Address for Service: ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 2 October 1997

ROSE PETALS

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “ROSE” apart from the mark.

97/1407 in class 3: Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; in the name of PARESHBHAI GOVINDBHAI BHAVANBHAI of 39 St. Gothard Avenue, Mayfair West, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.
Address for Service: ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 2 October 1997

SANDY

2002/1197 in Class 12 in respect of Vehicles; tyres; parts, fittings and accessories included in this class for all the foregoing goods; in the name of SCAMBIA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS AG., a Liechtenstein company of In der Ballota 2a, FL-9494 Schaan, Liechtenstein.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 24 October 2002

Associated with no. 2002/1198

2002/1200 in Class 12 in respect of Vehicles; tyres; parts, fittings and accessories included in this class for all the foregoing goods; in the name of SCAMBIA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS AG., a Liechtenstein company of In der Ballota 2a, FL-9494 Schaan, Liechtenstein.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 24 October 2002

PALTAS B.K.C.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “B” or of the letter “K” or of the letter “C” each apart from the mark.

97/1406 in class 3: Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; in the name of PARESHBHAI GOVINDBHAI BHAVANBHAI of 39 St. Gothard Avenue, Mayfair West, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.
Address for Service: ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 2 October 1997

Applicant admits that registration of this trade mark shall not debar other persons from the bona fide descriptive use, in the ordinary course of trade, of the word “SPEED”.

Associated with no. 2002/1201
2002/1201 in Class 35 in respect of Business management and administration services; franchising services; merchandising services including wholesale, retail and mail order services; advertising and promotional services; in the name of SCAMBIA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS AG., a Liechtenstein company of In der Ballota 2a, FL-9494 Schaan, Liechtenstein.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 24 October 2002

Applicant admits that registration of this trade mark shall not debar other persons from the bona fide descriptive use, in the ordinary course of trade, of the word “SPEED”.

Associated with no. 2002/1202

2002/1202 in Class 37 in respect of Vehicle maintenance and repair services; installation and replacement of vehicle parts and equipment; in the name of SCAMBIA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS AG., a Liechtenstein company of In der Ballota 2a, FL-9494 Schaan, Liechtenstein.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek Namibia.

FILED: 24 October 2002

Applicant admits that registration of this trade mark shall not debar other persons from the bona fide descriptive use, in the ordinary course of trade, of the word “SPEED”.

Associated with no. 2002/1200

2003/0087 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials or of plastics in the name of LEWIS STORES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company of Universal House, 53a Victoria Road, Woodstock, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa.

Address for Service: ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 13 February 2003

The combination of the colours “RED”, “WHITE” and “BLACK” is an essential and distinctive feature of the mark.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the individual words “WE”, “ARE” and “FAMILY”, separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with 2003/0088 & 98/0201

2003/0160 in Class 34 in respect of Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches; in the name of CADLUM INVESTMENTS (PRIVATE) LIMITED, a Zimbabwe company of CSC Complex, Willow Vale, Harare, Zimbabwe.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 13 March 2003

HELLO

2003/1031 in Class 30 in respect of Coffee, tea, cocoa, artificial coffee, food drinks, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago; flour and preparations made from cereals, desserts, puddings, biscuits, cakes, wafers, bread, pastry and confectionery; ices, ice cream, ice-confectionery and other frozen confections; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; in the name of CADBURY LIMITED a British company, of Franklin House, Bournville, Birmingham B30 2LU, England.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 10 October 2003

CADDUBRY DAIRY MILK

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “DAIRY”, or of the word “MILK”, each separately apart from the mark.
Associated with no. 2003/1030

2003/1144 in class 05 in respect of: Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; in the name of MADAUS GmbH, a German company, of Colonia Allee 15, 51067 Cologne, Germany.
Address for service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.
FILED: 13 November 2003

AGIOGEL

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GEL” apart from the mark.

2003/1232 in Class 32 : Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups, concentrates and other preparations for making beverages; in the name of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Delaware corporation, of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Delaware 30301 U.S.A.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.
FILED: 11 December 2003

The mark is limited to the colours “RED”, “BLACK”, “WHITE” and “SILVER/GREY” substantially as shown on the representation affixed to the form of application.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “LIGHT” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with 2003/1233 and 85/0717
Section 24(1)(b)

2003/1233 in Class 32 : Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups, concentrates and other preparations for making beverages; in the name of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Delaware corporation, of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Delaware 30301 U.S.A.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.
FILED: 11 December 2003

LIBREL

Associated with No. 2004/0028

2004/0028 in Class 5: Pharmaceutical preparations including oral contraceptives; in the name of WYETH, a Delaware corporation of Five Giralda Farms, Madison, New Jersey 07940, United States of America.
Address for Service: ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.
FILED: 15 January 2004

LIBRELE

Associated with No. 2004/0027

2004/0105 in Class 32 : Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups, concentrates and other preparations for making beverages; in the name of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Delaware corporation, of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia 30301, U.S.A.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.
FILED: 5 February 2004

LOVE WHAT’S INSIDE

Associated with no. 2004/0129

4004/0128 in Class 12 in respect of Tyres and inner tubes and tyre repair materials; in the name of MICHELIN RECHERCHE ET TECHNIQUE S.A., a Swiss joint stock company of Route Louis-Braille 10 et 12, CH-1763 Granges-Paccot, Switzerland.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.
FILED: 12 February 2004

UNIROYAL

Associated with no. 2004/0129
2004/0129 in Class 17 in respect of Tyre repair materials; in the name of MICHELIN RECHERCHE ET TECHNIQUE S.A., a Swiss joint stock company of Route Louis-Braille 10 et 12, CH-1763 Granges-Paccot, Switzerland.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 12 February 2004

2004/0129 in Class 17 in respect of Tyre repair materials; in the name of MICHELIN RECHERCHE ET TECHNIQUE S.A., a Swiss joint stock company of Route Louis-Braille 10 et 12, CH-1763 Granges-Paccot, Switzerland.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 12 February 2004

2004/0154 in Class 16 in respect of Paper, cardboard, and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers’ type; printing blocks; in the name of FREEDOM STATIONERY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company, of 12 Orange Street, ISITHEBE. KwaZulu/Natal.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 19 February 2004

The mark comprises “BLUE” and “YELLOW STRIPES” applied longitudinally to the pencil with a “WHITE RING” separating the black top section, as shown on the representation affixed to the application form SM1.

Associated with No. 2004/0154

2004/0154 in Class 16 in respect of Paper, cardboard, and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers’ type; printing blocks; in the name of FREEDOM STATIONERY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company, of 12 Orange Street, ISITHEBE. KwaZulu/Natal.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 19 February 2004

The mark comprises “BLACK” and “SILVER STRIPES” applied longitudinally to the pencil with a “WHITE RING” separating the black top section, as shown on the representation affixed to the application form SM1.

Associated with No. 2004/0155

2004/0155 in Class 16 in respect of Paper, cardboard, and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers’ type; printing blocks; in the name of FREEDOM STATIONERY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company, of 12 Orange Street, ISITHEBE. KwaZulu/Natal.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 19 February 2004

The mark comprises “GREEN” and “GOLD STRIPES” applied longitudinally to the pencil with a “WHITE RING” separating the black top section, as shown on the representation affixed to the application form SM1.

Associated with No. 2004/0156

2004/0156 in Class 16 in respect of Paper, cardboard, and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers’ type; printing blocks; in the name of FREEDOM STATIONERY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company, of 12 Orange Street, ISITHEBE. KwaZulu/Natal.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 19 February 2004

The mark comprises “GREEN” and “GOLD STRIPES” applied longitudinally to the pencil with a “WHITE RING” separating the black top section, as shown on the representation affixed to the application form SM1.

Associated with No. 2004/0156
2004/0438 in Class 07 in respect of Machines and machinery tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubator for eggs, crushers, shredders and waste disposal and waste compacting machinery; mining machinery in class 07; in the name of EARTH TECHNICA CO., LTD, a Japanese company of 22-11, Shinkawa 1-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan. Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 5th Floor, Namdeb Centre, Dr Frans Indongo Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 6 May 2004

EARTHTECHNICA

2004/0583 in class 41 in respect of: Education; providing of training; entertaining; sporting and cultural activities; in the name of SUN INTERNATIONAL (IP) LIMITED, a South African company, of 27 Fredman Drive, Sandown, Sandton, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 25 June 2004

EASY POKER

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “POKER” separately and apart from the mark.

FILED: 12 July 2004

EASY POKER

2004/0638 in class 30: Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; in the name of TREBOR BASSETT LIMITED, a British company of 25 Berkeley Square, London, W1 X 6HT, England. Address for Service: ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 12 July 2004

BASSETTS FRUIT ALLSORTS

The applicants undertake that, in use, the mark will only be applied to goods made from or containing fruit or having a fruit flavour.

FILED: 12 July 2004

BASSETTS FRUIT ALLSORTS

2004/0647 in Class 34 in respect of Tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured; substances for smoking sold separately or blended with tobacco, none being for medicinal or curative purposes; snuff; smokers' articles included in this class; cigarette papers, cigarette tubes and matches; in the name of GALLAHER LIMITED, a British company, of Members Hill, Brooklands Road, WEYBRIDGE, Surrey, England. Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 27 August 2004

GALLAHER LIMITED

Applicants admit that registration of this trade mark shall not debar other persons from the bona fide descriptive use in the ordinary course of trade of the words “BEST TIME”.

FILED: 27 August 2004


FILED: 25 February 2004

EDGARS CONSOLIDATED STORES LIMITED

2004/0765 in class 9: Computer software used for time and attendance monitoring, payroll, human resource management, workforce scheduling, and for analyzing resource and cost centre management associated with work tasks; in the name of STANLEY SECURITY SOLUTIONS-EUROPE LTD., a British company of Bramble Road, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2 8ER, United Kingdom. Address for Service: ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 27 August 2004

STANLEY SECURITY SOLUTIONS-EUROPE LTD.

2004/0846 in Class 39 in respect of transport; shipping services; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangements; in the name of OCEAN AFRICA CONTAINER LINES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company of 5th Floor, Grindrod House, 108 Victoria Embankment, Durban, KwaZulu / Natal. Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 27 August 2004

OCEAN AFRICA CONTAINER LINES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
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FILED: 11 July 2004

**OCEAN AFRICA CONTAINER LINES**

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “AFRICA” or “CONTAINER”, each apart from the mark.

2004/0946 in Class 3 in respect of Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices in the name of **VANDA COSMETICS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a South African company, of Digteby Farm, Simondium, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 22 October 2004

**PRIVATE LABEL**

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “LABEL” apart from the mark.

2004/0970 in Class 29 in respect of ‘Food preparations in the form of capsule and made from crataegus, melissa and ginkgo biloba extract in garlic oil, food supplements (other than medicated, or predominantly of vitamins or minerals or trace elements), dietary supplements (other than for medical use); food supplement preparations in liquid and powdered forms and all other goods included in this class; in the name of **T.C. PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES CO., LIMITED**, a Thailand company of 39/13 Mu 8 Ekachai Road, Bangkok 10150, Thailand.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 8 November 2004

**CIRCURE**

Associated with No. 2001/1110

2005/0058 in Class 25 in respect of articles of clothing, including footwear; in the name of **FOSCHINI RETAIL GROUP (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a South African company of Stanley Lewis Centre, 340 Voortrekker Road, Parow East, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 27 January 2005

**LUELLA**

Associated with No. 2005/0059

2005/0168 in Class 18 in respect of Leather and imitations of leather, and articles made from these materials and not included in other classes; skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; in the name of **EDGARS CONSOLIDATED STORES LIMITED**, a South African company, Edgardale, Crown Mines, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 18 February 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “C” or of the letter “A”, each apart from the mark.

Associated with 2005/0169

2005/0172 in class 25: Articles of clothing, including footwear in the name of **EDGARS CONSOLIDATED STORES LIMITED**, a South African company of Edgardale, Crown Mines, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 21 February 2005

Applicant admits that registration of this trademark shall not debar others from the descriptive use in the ordinary course of trade of “E”.

2005/0338 in Class 9 in respect of Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; including instruments designed to interface to standard industrial analogue and digital sensors in the name of **HUDACO TRANS-MISSION (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a South African company, of Hudaco Park, 190 Barbara Road, ERLANDS-FONTEIN, Gauteng.

Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 3 March 2005

**BEP Controller**
2005/0350 in Class 25 in respect of Articles of clothing, including footwear; in the name of EDGARS CONSOLIDATED STORES LIMITED, a South African company, Edgardale, Crown Mines, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 10 March 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of a device of a “BEAR” as such, otherwise than as depicted in the application and apart from the mark.

Associated with 2005/0351

2005/0351 in Class 25 in respect of Articles of clothing, including footwear; in the name of EDGARS CONSOLIDATED STORES LIMITED, a South African company, Edgardale, Crown Mines, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 10 March 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of a device of a “BEAR” as such, otherwise than as depicted in the application and apart from the mark.

Associated with 2005/0349

2005/0353 in Class 30 in respect of Chewing gum and confectionery in the name of CADBURY IRELAND LIMITED, a Irish company of Malahide Road, Coolock, Dublin 5, Ireland.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 10 March 2004

ELIMINATOR

2005/0379 in Class 32 : Beverages, namely drinking waters, flavored waters, mineral and aerated waters; and other non-alcoholic beverages, namely, soft drinks, energy drinks and sports drinks; fruit drinks and juices; syrups, concentrates and powders for making beverages, namely flavored waters, mineral and aerated waters, soft drinks, energy drinks, sports drinks, fruit drinks and juices; in the name of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Delaware corporation, of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia 30301, U.S.A.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 17 March 2005

BAMBOOCHA

Section 24(1)(b)

2005/0380 in Class 42 in respect of Offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail, wholesale and mail order trade and retail, wholesale and mail order services in general, including all of those services provided in respect of trade in beauty, health and hygiene products, D.I.Y. products, goods for entertainment, children’s and adults’ apparel, fashion accessories, children’s softlines and hardliner products, stationery and books, footwear, personal electronics (including cellular telephones and portable computer and communication equipment) indoor and outdoor appliances, kitchen goods, bathroom and bedroom goods, home accessories in general, and non-perishable and perishable consumables; in the name of EDGARS CONSOLIDATED STORES LIMITED, a South African company, of Edgardale, Crown Mines, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 17 March 2005

SHARP SHARP

2005/0408 in Class 30 in respect of Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; in the name of PIONEER FOODS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company No. 1957/000634/07, of 32 Market Street, Paarl, Western Cape Province, Republic of South Africa.
Address for Service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, c/o 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 1 April 2005

SAFARI BILTONG

2005/0442 in Class 5 in respect of Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; in the name of SYNGENTA LIMITED, a British company, Syngenta European Regional Centre, Priestley Road, Surrey Research Park, Guildford, Surrey GU2 7YH, United Kingdom.
Address for Service: Messrs Adams & Adams, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

FILED: 14 April 2005

INTEON
2005/0444 in class 34 in respect of: Cigarettes, tobacco, tobacco products, smokers' articles, lighters, matches; in the name of BENSON & HEDGES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company, of corner Main Reef Road and Kelvin Street Extension, Industria, Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: MESSRS ADAMS & ADAMS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

Filed: 14 April 2005

Associated with 98/1283

AMENDMENT OF TRADE MARK Nos. 5304/61/1-4 SASOLWAX in classes 1, 2, 4 and 3 and No. 86/0129 SASOLWAX in class 5 in the name of SASOL LIMITED.

IN TERMS OF SECTION 34(l) OF THE TRADE MARKS IN NAMIBIA, ACT NO. 48 OF 1973

Application has been made for amendment of above-mentioned Trade Marks to the form shown hereunder.

SASOLWAX

Any person who objects to the amendment may within two months from date of this note oppose the amendment. The reasons for objection must be stated on Form SM44 and this form must be lodged with the Registrar of Trade Marks in Namibia, P O Box 21214, Windhoek.

E.T. KAMBOUA
REGISTRAR OF TRADE MARKS